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ing body of work highlights the need for improved understanding
of the behavioral impact of traveler information systems, both
as an input to the system design process and as a requirement
for comprehensive evaluation (4,5).

This paper presents the results of a study into the behavioral
impact of a broadcast parking information system that has
operated for the past 3 years in the city of Nottingharn. The
system operates during the Christmas period and is based on
local radio broadcasts providing drivers with up-to-date in-
formation on parking lot occupancy, queue lengths, and al-
ternative parking oppoltunities.

BACKGROUND

Motivation

Nottingham experiences an abrupt and substantial increase
in traffic volume and parking lot occupancy in the 10 to 12

weeks before Christmas. Traffic flows increase by 10 to 15

percent over their level in an average month, and the average
rnidday occupancy in city center multistory parking lots in-
creases from 75 percent in June to 93 percent in December.
Long queues develop regularly outside the most popular city
center parking lots and have become a significant source of
inconvenience and delay. Sometimes these queues extend as

far as 300 m, reducing the capacity of upstream junctions and
causing increased congestion and accident risk to general traffic.
Experience has shown that conventional methods of regula-
tion and enforcement (e.g., increased police and warden ac-

tivity) are of only limited effectiveness in combating queueing.
Moreover, such measures can only address the problem once
it has occurred rather than prevent it in the first place.

Despite the severity of the queueing problern at the most
popular parking lots, studies carried out by the county council
have shown that even in periods of peak parking demand, up
to 500 spaces can be available in other (less popular) city
center parking lots, in addition to up to 3,600 spaces at four
(two daily and two Saturday only) park-and-ride sites. There-
fore, there appeared to be scope for reducing the problems
of parking congestion in the center of Nottingham if motorists
could be encouraged to make more use of this existing but
underused capacity.

Broadcast Information Service

The aim of the broadcast information service was to help
drivers to avoid spending long periods searching and queueing
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For the past 2 years Nottinghamshire County Council, in collab-
oration with local radio stations, has been running an experi-
mental broadcast parking information service during the Christ-
rnas peliod that provides drivers with up-to-the-minute information
on occupancy, queues, and parking alternatives. The results of a
study designed to investigate the impact of the service on mo-
torists' travel and parking behavior are presented. The study
involved a mail-back survey distributed to drivers at city center
parking lots, on-street parking areas, and peripheral park-and-
ride sites. The results of the study indicate that awareness of the
service is high but that its impact on parking behavior is more
limited. Although substantial use is made of the service by drivers
en route to the city center, there is little evidence that this mode
of use results in any significant irnpact on parking behavior or
experienced search and queueing time. By contrast, the minority
of drivers who use the broadcast service at the pretrip stage on
average enjoy significantly reduced search ancl queueing time and
are more likely to divert to park and ride. Drivers' tolerance of
searching and queueing and the nature of their knowledge of
parking alternatives are important factors conditioning the use
ancl impact of the broadcast service.

In European cities, congestion associated with searching or
queueing for parking spaces is a large part of the overall level
of urban congestion. Recent studies of parking behavior in
five British and German cities found that on average between
10 and 25 percent of total in-vehicle time is occupied in search-
ing or queueing for parking (/). These empirical findings are
reinforced by simulation studies carried out by Hoffmann that
indicate that reductions in travel times of up to 20 percent
could be achieved by more efficient routing of vehicles to
parking lots (2).

Parking congestion can arise for a variety of reasons, in-
cluding local inefficiencies in road layout, poor parking lot
design, and drivers' lack of awareness of prevailing levels of
occupancy in key parking lots or alternative parking and travel
opportunities. In the latter case, systems designed to provide
travelers with improved information on the parking system
have the potential to reduce parking congestion by enabling
the more efficient use of existing capacity. In Europe there
is considerable interest in the scope for advanced parking
management systems based on in-vehicle, roadside, and
broadcast information (3).

Although the potential impact of such systems is substan-
tial, their success will depend crucially on how travelers ac-

quire, use, and respond to the provided inforrnation. A grow-
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at the most congested parking lots by providing information
to encourage them to divert to less crowded city center park-
ing lots or use the park and ride. The service óperatedlrom
the beginning of October to the middle of January between
9:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and in-
volved close cooperation between Nottinghamshire County
Council and two local radio stations, Radio Nottingham and
Trent FM. Information was presented in a fixed-format mes-
sage of 1 to 2 min and delivered three times an hour on Radio
Nottingham and twice an hour on Trent FM. Each message
consists of four components:

o A list of parking lots with queues and the estimated
queueing times,

o A list of parking lots with spaces available,
o Current occupancy status of all park-and-ride sites, and
. Two or three pieces of "helpful advice" at the presenter,s

discretion from a list supplied by the county council.

The information on parking lot queues was provided by the
highway authority by means of closed-circuit television mon-
itoring of the entrances of all key parking lots. The observed
queue lengths were used to estimate expected queueing times,
using the results of a survey of queueing times at the most
popular parking lots during the morning peak parking periods
that was carried out before the service was introduced. The
parking lot information was collated and presented by a mem-
ber of staff of Radio Nottingham stationed in the Urban Traffic
Control Center. The availability of the service was advertised
by roadside signs placed on all the main radial roads entering
Nottingham.

BEHAVIORAL IMPACT STUDY

Objectives

The main objective of the study was to investigate drivers'
awareness and use of the broadcast information service and
to determine its impact, at an individual level, on their parking
behavior and experienced parking outcomes. Given the em-
phasis of the service on providing irnproved information, there
was a particular concern to explore the role played by drivers,
prior knowledge and experience of local parking circumstances
in conditioning their use of and response to the service.

Methodology

The survey was carried out over a 3-week period starting at
the end of November 1990 and involved a combination of on-
street personal interviews and mail-back surveys. This ap-
proach enabled a large sample of travelers to be contacted to
establish awareness and use of the service by different groups
while also providing the scope for a more detailed exploration
of behavioral factors and impacts.

The initial contact interview collected basic journey and
personal details and brief information about drivers' aware-
ness and use of the information service, in general and on the
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specific day of interview. To contact a sample of drivers with
a range of parking preferences and experiences, interviewing
was carried out at a selection of city center parking lots, park-
and-ride sites, and on-street parking locations. Recruitment
was restricted to individuals who had driven into Nottingham
on the survey day and who did not have access to private or
reserved parking facilities. Quota sampling was used to ensure
adequate representation of all relevant categories of journey
purpose, parking type used, and planned duration of stay. As
a result of the sampling and quota procedures used in re-
cruitment, the contact sample is not necessarily representative
of the characteristics of all travelers to Nottingham. Respon-
dents who completed the initial contact interview *er" gìu"n
a stamped envelope containing a longer rnail-back question_
naire, structured in four sections.

The first section collected a more detailed description of
the journey being made at the time of interview, focusing in
particular on the way in which they searched for a parking
place and their parking preferences, since these were consid-
ered likely to be significant factors in conditioning traveler
response to the broadcast information.

The second section of the mail-back questionnaire inves-
tigated travelers' knowledge of parking conditions in Not-
tingham, using a map showing the nine major city center
parking lots included in the broadcast service. Drivers were
shown the map and asked to indicate whether they knew
about, had ever used, and cor¡ld name each parking lot (Figure
1). This device furnished insight into the range of drivers'
experiences of different parking lots and their perceptions of
their own knowledge of parking and, importantly, enabled
the contrast of these perceptions with a relevant objective
measure of parking knowledge.

The third section of the mail-back questionnaire explored
drivers' attitudes toward the broadcast information service
and the effect of the service on travel and parking behavior,
including the choice of mode and journey timing.

The final section focused on attitudes toward possible ex-
tensions and enhancements of parking information services
and is not discussed in this paper.

RESULTS

Sample Characteristics

A total of 1,584 car drivers were contacted in the initial on-
street interviews, of which 627 returned the mail-back ques-
tionnaire, a response rate of almost 40 percent. More than
70 percent of the sample consists of shoppers arriving during
the period of peak parking lot occupancy between 9:00 a.m.
and 1:00 p.m. and staying for fewer than 4 hr. Almost half
the sample visited the city by car once or more a week, and
almost 30 percent visited less than once a month. The over-
whelming majority of the less frequent visitors were engaged
on shopping journeys, many specifically associated with
Christmas. Almost 90 percent of respondents parked off the
street either in city center multistory parking lots (49 percent)
or at park-and-ride sites (40 percent). On-street parking was
used mainly by those visiting the city on personal or em-
ployers' business and staying for fewer than 2 hr.
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FIGURE I Map shown to drivers of nine mqior city center parking lots included in
broadcast service.

Awareness and Use of Broadcast Service service compared with only 51 percent of those parking less

frequently (x' : 35'6, p < .0001). This finding is to be ex-
Figure 2 summarizes the results concerning awareness and use pected because frequent travelers will receive greater expo- ;
of the broadcast service. Sixty-three percent of the drivers in sure to efforts to promote the service. 

I

the sample were aware of the broadcast service. As expected, Among personal factors, age has the only significant effect: 
l

awareness of the service was strongly related to local radio 65 percent of those between 25 and 45 were aware of the 
i

listening behavior: 92 percent of regular listeners were aware service compared with only 55 percent in the younger or older
of the service, but only 56 percent of those listening occa- groups (X2 : I2.9, p < .005). This probably reflects the age 1 .

sionally or not at all were aware of it. Awareness was also profile of the listening audience of the local radio stations,
related to the frequency ofparking in Nottingham: 68 percent although no independent data were available to confirm this.
of those parking more than once a month were aware of the Most of the respondents who were aware of the service first
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Two factors appeared to be responsible for the clecision of
drivers who were aware of the service not to use it. The most
common explanation (cited by ¡nore than 45 percent of such
nonusers) was that they believed themselves able to find a
parking space without assistance. In addition, just over 40
percent did not listen to the relevant local radio stations and
although aware of the broadcast service did not want to retune
their receiver. Only 4 percent of deliberate nonusers stated
that they had tried the service but found the information not
useful or unreliable, confirming the general pattern of satis_
faction among users of the service.

Parking Search and Queueing Behavior

Characteristics of Existing Behavior

Figure 3 shows the variation throughout the day in the time
that drivers reported they spent searching and queueing for
different types of parking.

Average search and queueing times at multistory parking
lots increase sharply after 10:00 a.m., reaching a peak oi
almost 20 min near midday and diminishing rapiclly thereafter.
A similar pattern of variation is evident in the time spent
searching for on-street parking, although the peak is reaôhed
earlier and the absolute level is lower. Overail, drivers using
city center multistory facilities spend an average of 5.0 min
searching and queueing for parking, which, at an individual
level, accounts for between 10 ancl 21 percent of their total
journey time. Those using city center on-street parking spend
significantly longer searching (F = 21.32, p < .OOO1), Uut
when queueing tirne is taken in account, they experience less
o.verall delay in parking. As expected, those using park and
ride report insignificant amounts of search and queueìng time.

Besides asking respondents how long they had aitually
searched or queued for parking, the survey also collected
information about how long they were prepared to search and
queue before seriously considering giving up. Across the sam-
ple the average search and queueing .,budget" was 12.9 min,
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FIGURE 2 Pattern of awareness and use of broadcast service.

learned about it either by listening to the radio (32 percent)
or by seeing the roadside signs advertising the service (Zá
percent); word of mouth (5 percent) was tñe only other sìg_
nificant method of dissemination.

Of those aware of the service, 56 percent claimecl to have
yse!. it,. which repr.esented 3g percént of the total sanple.
Radio listening behavior was again a major conditioning iac_
tor, with- more than 80 percent of regular: listeners (whoïere
aware of the service) claiming to use it, cornparecl with only
32percent ofoccasional listeners. Frequent travelers also made
much greater use of the service (59 põrcent versus 4g percent
for infrequent travelers, X2 = 8.3, p < .004).

Users of the service tend to be sélective, witn onty lg per_
cent deliberately tuning in to the service every time tliey trãvel
to Nottingham during the Christmas period. Another'23 per_
cent tune in only when traveling on a day or at a time when
they expect to encounter serious parking congestion. The re_
maining 69 percent of users attend to th; information only if
they happen to hear it on the radio. Just over 2g percent had
listened on the day of interview, which was l1 percent of the
total sample.

Most (74 percent) of those who listened to the broadcast
service on the day of interview first did so in their vehicles
en route to the city center. However, a significant proportion
of drivers used the service at the pretrip sìage, and there was
a marked difference in listening behavior ãccording to the
type of parking used: those using park and ride were much
more likely to have first used the broadcast service at home(x2:Í.qp<.001):

Type of parking used

City center (N = 87)
Park and ride (N = 61)

Those who actively seek information from the service are also
much more likely to listen at the pretrip stage or to combine
pretrip and en route listening (X, : 12.1., p < .06).

When first listened to
service (o/o)

Pretrip En Route

t6 84
41 59

08:00 09:00 10:00 'fi:00 12:00 t3:00 14:00
Hour of Arrlval

Ion.strest Øcar parx ffiparr and Rtdo

Mean Search and Oueuetng T¡me (mlns)

FIGURE 3 Mean search and queueing time by time of arrival.
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and an analysis of variance revealed significant variations ac-

cording to journey purpose (F = 10.79,p < .01) and type of
parking chosen (F = 40.5, p < .0001):

Factor Budget þnin)

Journey purpose
Commute 9.0
Shopping 12.8
Other 15.1

Chosen parking
On street 18.8
Multistory lot 16.5
Park and ride 7.1.

It appears therefore that drivers' tolerance of search and
queueing is conditioned by the characteristics of the journey
and is itself an important factor in conditioning the choice of
parking. In particular, the evidence suggests that during pe-

riods of parking congestion, park and ride tends to attract
those with a relatively low tolerance of search and queueing
and that, conversely, most of those who choose to park in
the city center during such periods are willing to spend con-
siderable time searching and queueing for parking.

Impact of Broadcast Service on Search and

Queueing Time

To determine whether drivers using the broadcast service de-
rive any real advantage in terms of reductions in their search

Search and queueing budget

Use of broadcast service on day of interview
Did not listen
Listened first at home
Listened first en-route

Time of arrival
08:00-09:00
09:00-10:00
10:00-l l:00
I l:00-12:00
l2;00-13:00
l3:00-14:00

Frequency of parking in Nottingham
< once per month
>= once per month

Type of parking chosen
Park and Ride

City Centre

Constant

Diagnostics
N
F
df
R2
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and queueing time, a regression model was estimated relating
actual search and queueing time for the surveyed journey to
a number of independent variables, including the mode of
use of the broadcast service on the day of interview. Table 1

sets out the variables included in the model and summarizes
the estimation results.

These results indicate that the two dominant factors influ-
encing drivers' experienced search and queueing time are the
time of arrival (acting as a proxy for overall parking demand)
and whether park and ride is used. Within this context, how-
ever, those who use the broadcast service at the pretrip stage

of their journeys enjoy an average reduction of almost 2.5

min in their experienced search and queueing time compared
with nonusers of the service, whereas those who delay their
use of the service until the en route stage enjoy no significant
advantage. The results also show that those who park often
in Nottingham enjoy much lower search and queueing times
than those who visit less often. The magnitude of the searching
and queueing budget also has a statistically significant but
numerically small impact.

Structure of Parking Decision Making

Analysis of the responses to the mail-back questionnaires re-
vealed that the vast majority of drivers decided on what type
and location of parking they would use before setting out on
their journey and that with few exceptions drivers succeeded

TABLE I Bstimation Results of Regression Analysis of Influences on Parking
Search and Queueing Time

Coefficient (and t-statistic)

0.079 (7.90)

-2.462 (-2.11)
0.396 (0.s6)

-0.60e (-1.20)
t.789 (3.Is)
s.097 ('t.6'Ì)
1.106 (1.00)

0.448 (0.69)

-t.25't (-3.1l)

4.039 (10.30)

-0.098 (-0.22)

1583
28.2t
( ls73,l0)
o.r52

Note: variables ma¡ked with an asterisk are significant at the 57o level
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in achieving their planned parking. Overall, only 5 percent
claimed to set out with no clear idea about where to park,
and only 17 percent failed to park where they originaliy in_
tended. Those intending to park on the street appeared the
most susceptible to diversion, with almost 17 percent ulti_
mately using the park and ride and 6 percent parking in a
multistory Iot.

Although most travelers succeeded in finally parking as they
intended, there is considerable variation in the strategies they
used to achieve tlris (Table 2).

Those traveling for work and shopping purposes are least
likely to engage in search, with only 1l and i3 percent, re_
spectively, doing other than going directly to a (ieasonably)
certain space. By comparison, 25 percent of those traveling
on personal business and other purposes searched for parking.
There is only a small incidence of drivers diverting to par-k
and ride because of parking congestion in the city c"nte.,
confirming the predominance of the pretrip component of
decision making.

Knowledge of Parking in Nottingham

Figure 4 shows the overall distribution of knowledge and ex_
perience of parking in the city center. The distribution of
drivers' perceived knowledge is highly skewed. Most drivers
claim to be aware of several alternative city center parking
lots: more than 70 percent claim to know four or more, and
just under 20 percent claim to be aware of all nine; fewer
than 10 percent adlnit to knowing none at all. By contrast,
actual experience of the use of different parking lots is much
more limited, with fewer than 33 percent of all drivers having
personal experience of four or more different parking lots.
Overall, the median number of parking lots claimed to be
known by drivers is six, whereas the median number actually
used is three.

- Although these findings are by no means inconsistent (since
knowledge of parking may be acquired fron sources aside
from personal experience), the magnitude of the divergence
between claimed levels of knowledge and reported 

"*p"rì"n."suggests that at least some drivers may systematically over_
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FIGURE 4 Distribution of parking experience and
knowledge.

estimate the real level of their effective knowledge of parking
opportunities in the city center.

There is even greater divergence between drivers,perceived
parking knowledge and their ability to correctly name differ_
ent parking lots. Name-oriented knowledge shows a strongly
bimodal distilbution, indicating the existence of t*o cate_
gories of traveler. The first category, consisting of more than
28 percent of the sanrple, includes those unable to name any
of the parking lots correctly, and although this lack of name_
oriented knowledge is significantly higher among infrequent
visitors (X, = 9.9, p < ,002), even among thosJvisiting the
city center at least once a week, almost 25 percent do not
possess any name-oriented knowledge. (The scoring of the
respondents'attempts to name specific parking lots accounted
for misspellings and other reasonable varianti of the correct
name.) Among the rest of the sample, most know the names
of three or four parking lots.

There is also considerable variation in drivers' knowledge
of different parking lots, with the larger, more popular onés
being known, used, and correctly named by a lãrgà majority

TABLE 2 Parking Search Strategies

Joumey purpose (7o)

Search Straregy Work Shop
(N=70) (N=99)

Other
(N=146 )

"I went dircctly to a placc where t w6 rcðonably certain I would !-md a
sPace"

"l followcd my usual routc to nìy destination which tâkcs mc põr two or
thrcc of my favouitc spaccs"

"l wcnt dircc¡ly to my destination and thcn drovc ùomd læking for
somcwhere to prk ncüby"

"As sæn 6 I mivcd ¡n Nottinghm I wæ on the lækout for m on-stræt
spacc"

"Whcn I foud how difficult pdking wö in lhc ciry ccnúc t wcnt back to
lhe Pðk rd Ride"

"I wcnt dircctly to thc Pðk ild Ridc"

54

n

)

3

2l

76

3

0

lt

Perconlags of sample (o/o)
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of travelers, whereas smaller, less popular facilities are in
some cases almost completely unknown by their formal name.
Thus, drivers' knowledge and experience of parking in Not-
tingham is not only partial and in important respects inac-
curate, but it is also nonuniformly distributed over the parking
stock. It is particularly significant to note that those parking
lots that are most well known are plecisely those that are most
prone to severe congestion and that, conversely, parking lots
that are less well known tend to be underused.

Effect on Travel and Parking Behavior

The table that follows shows the proportion of users of the
service who have been influenced in different ways by the
information provided by the service:

Percentage of Users
Affecred (N = 216¡

45
40
22
19

9
I

As might be expected, the broadcast service appears most
effective in influencing the choice of parking type and location
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within the city center and diversion to park and ride. The
former effect may operate either at the pretrip stage or en

route; the results of the analysis of parking search behavior
just presented suggest that the latter is principally a pretrip
effect. Interestingly, there is also evidence that the service
has influence on the timing of some journeys, reinfolcing the
evidence that the service has a significant pretrip impact.

To gain greater insight into the factors that predispose trav-
elers to be influenced by the service, a binary logit choice
model was developed that relates whether or not travelers
were influenced by the service on the day of survey to a range
of personal and journey-related factors. Several specifications
of the model were explored, and Table 3 presents the esti-
mation results for two of the most successful formulations
developed.

It was decided to concentrate on only the respondents that
claimed to be influenced on the day of survey (rather than
the larger number that claimed to be influenced generally) so

that the specific journey infor¡nation collected in the survey
could be used and the errors of recall ancl other biases could
be reduced.

In both formulations a positive coefficient value indicates
the increasing probability of being influenced by the selvice.
Because of the decision to concentrate on only those travelers
who were influenced on the day of tlavel, the estinration data
set consisted of only 54 individuals; therefore the results must

Dimension of Influence

Parking location in the city center
Use of park and ride
Time of day of travel
Type of parking in thc city center
Day of week of travel
Mode of travel

TABLB 3 Logit Model of Factors Affecting Influence of Parking
Information Service o¡r l'raveler Behavior

Coefficient (and t-statistic)

Vriable Model I Model 2

Gender
female
male

Age
>45
<= 45

Joumey purpose
Other
Commute
Shopping

Frequency of parking in Nottingham
>= once per month
< once per month

Number of ca¡ parks known

Number of car parks correctly named

Sea¡ch behaviour
Sea¡ched in Centre
Di¡ect to City Centre CP
Di¡ect to Pa¡k and Ride

Constant (No influence)

Diagnostics
N
Rho-square
Rho-square bar

l.oss tr.sl

1.670 (2.0)

-3.874 (-2.2)
-t.t76 (-1.2)

t.4n Q.6',)

-0.674(-2.4)

1.318 (2.ó)

t.s23 (t.2\

t.294 (t;t)

l.4sr (1.ó)

-4.529 (-2.4)
-1.490 (- 1.4)

1.552 (1.6)

-0.744(-2.4)

t.473 (2.6)

r.274 (1.3)
1.674 (1.7)

2.4t7 (1.7)

54
0.23
0.20

54
o.28
o.25
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l¡e treated with some caution. Despite this caveat several
interesting observatiotrs e¡ner.ged.

Both gender and age appear to have a moderate effect on
the propensity to be influenced, with nrales and those uncler
45 being more likely to change their behavior than females
or older age groups. Khattak et al. report similar results in
the context of their stucly of route diversion in response to
traffic incident reports (ó). Commuters are rnuch léss likely
to change their behavior than either shoppers or other trav-
elers, possibly reflecting the relatively better overall parking
conditions experienced by commuters. Those parking infrel
quently in Nottingharn are also rnore likely than frequent
parkers to be influenced by the service. Those preparecl to
search for parking within the city center (as opposecl to going
directly to a parking lot or the park anci ricle) are lesJ susl
ceptible to influence.

Possibly the most interesting aspect of the modeling results
is evidence that they provide for the strong influónce of
drivers' knowledge of parking on their propeirsity for being
influenced by the service. The results show that thepropensit!
for being influenced by the service decreases with'incieasing
perceived knowledge but increases with increasing levels o-f
name-oriented knowledge. This suggests that travelers who
believe that they have a good knowleclge of parking in Not_
tingham may tend to discount the aclvice of the service, per_
haps believing that they know better, but that those whó do
possess high levels of na¡rre-oriented knowleclge may be better.
able to interpret and use the broadcast nressages to avoicl
parking congestion.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS ¡-OR
SYSTEM DESIGN

The survey results have provicled a number of important in_
sìghts into the parking behavior of drivers in Nottingham and
the nature of the impact of the broadcast informatioil service.

The results confirm the- existence of significant parking
congestion in the center of Nottingham thil, during periodã
of peak demand, can adcl upward oi tS min to normal journey
times- Although severe, this congestion is spatially ond t",n_
porally localized, and over the day as a whole parking con_
ditions in Nottingham ar€.not rnarkedly worse tlan inïany
other European cities. Thus, the target audience for the
broadcast service is a relatively small anã well_defined group,
distinguished principally in rerms of their intended times àf
travel and choices of parking. This has provided the oppor_
tunity for the specific customization and targeting of thð ser_
vice, in terms of its content, timing, mode"of dãlivery, ancl
promotion.

As a consequence of the careful effort to position the broad_
cast_service with regard to its target audience, there is a high
level of awareness of the servicè, especially among regular
radio listeners. It is significant that véry few respondents re_
ported that they had difficulties in runing into the service; this
was rarely cited as a reason for not using it. These results
imply that in circumstances in which it is pìossible to identify
a specificaudience group, local radio.an û" un effective way
to disseminate parking information.

Hgwev-er, although awareness of the service is high, the
results of the survey suggest that its impact on parking be_
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havior is more limited. In particular, although substantial use
is made of the service by drivers en route to the city center,
there is little evidence that this mode of use resulis in any
significant impact on parking behavior or experiencecl search
and queueing tirne. By corÌtrast, the nrinority of drivers who
use the broadcast service at the pretrip stage on average enjoy
greatly reduced search and queueing time ancl are rnoi.e likely
to divert to park and ride.

The explanation for the differential impact of the broadcast
service at the pretrip ancl en route stages is to be found in
the structure of drivers' decision-making processes. The sur_
vey found that drivers' decisions about the choice of parking
type and location are made predorninately at the p..trip,togã
and that with few exceptions drivers succeed in párking in tñe
place that they initially meant to. Once they have embarkecl
on a journey, few drivers appear to be prepared to modify
their initial parking intentions, even when iniormed of severã
parking congestion. In particular, most of those arriving clur_
ing the period of peak parking congestion and intending to
use city center multistory parking lots appear to be preptired
to tolerate substantial amounts of searching and queueing in
order to achieve their intended parking. There is some ãvi_
dence that drivers arriving during periods of peak demanci
become conditioned to expect and therefore nré l"r, sensitive
to parking congestion. There are, however, significant vari_
ations in drivers' tolerance of search and queueing, with those
drivers opting to use park and ride displãying aiignificantly
lower tolerance of parking congestion.

Overall, it appears that to have a significant impact on
parking behavior, the broadcast service must influence clriv_
ers' parking intentions before they set out on their journeys;
the service cannot depend on inducing en route diversion.
This finding implies that a gl.eater orientation toward the
requirements of horne-based listeners, in order to encourage
more use of the service at the pretrip stage, may well result
in a greater impact on parking behavior. Further research
would be required to identify these specific requir.ements.

The survey also demonstratecl that drivel.s' knowledge and
experience of parking, particularly with regard to tñe key
aspect of parking lot names, are significant factors in condi_
tioning their use of and response to the service. The results
suggest that to be motivated to use the service in the first
place, drivers must be willing to concede that the service is
in principle able to offer the¡n helpful advice and that, by
implication, their own knowledge of parking may be incom_
nleç o1 inadequate. But the results also s¡ow tnat the impact
of the information provided by the service is grearer among
those with higher levels of name-oriented knãwledg", ,ugl
gesting that the interpretation of the information proùOeO U.-y

the service is assisted by greater contextual knowledge of
parking. If this is so, then the irnpact of the service migit be
enhanced by measures to improve driver familiarity with park_
ing lot names: for example, using clearer signing ut paiking
lots themselves or distriúuting paiking lot mäps.'
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